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            The Horizon
    
    With The Horizon, you rent an affordable space which is large enough for your everyday needs – eating, sleeping, bathing, and relaxing. In addition, you share common quality space you could never have in your own apartment to enjoy living. All of the extra space and services are available right here on-site, which you can use, book and order whenever you want.
The Horizon is compact yet spacious, high quality yet affordable.
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                    Accessible to disabled persons    
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                            Common spaces

                            Take advantage of the many communal spaces The Horizon has to offer: enjoy a coffee or read in the skylounge, exercise in the fitness centre, work in a dedicated area, play the piano in the music room - space is a shared pleasure.

                        

                    


                

                    
                        
                            

                            

                            
                                Appartements nouvelle génération

                                Flats with functional and profitable space, quality, ideal to feel good with terraces that give maximum light.

                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                            

                            
                                Guestrooms

                                No need for a separate guest room in your own flat. The building has several guest rooms that you can book via our app for short stays by family or friends.

                            

                        

                    

            

                	
	
	


        

    


                
            

    






    
            


    
        
            
                



    
            
The commune of Woluwe-Saint-Lambert is known for its residential character. The neighbourhood of Marcel Thiry, which is undergoing a renaissance, is easily accessible, in particular thanks to the Brussels ring road and access to nearby motorways.

The schools in the neighbourhood are served by several lines of public transport. The centre of Brussels can be reached in 20 minutes by bus and by metro.
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            For rent in this building
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        €1,200 - 1 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/419, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €1,430 - 2 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/715, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €1,060 - 1 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/509, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €1,050 - 0 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/414, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €1,125 - 1 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/108, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €1,100 - 1 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/206, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €1,100 - 1 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/107, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €1,200 - 1 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/607, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €1,250 - 1 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/611, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €1,430 - 2 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/707, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €1,550 - 2 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/711, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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        €850 - 0 bedr.

        The Horizon, Avenue Ariane 4/710, Woluwe-Saint-Lambert
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